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1 Scratch 
Input, Output and States 
 
Humans interact with their environment: 
 
Input is the way that an entity gets information from its environment. 

• Touch 
• Taste 
• Smell 
• Sight 
• Hearing 

 
Output: Taking notes from a slide or avoiding sour milk. 
 
Computers interact with their environment: 
 
Input is the way the computer gets information from its environment: 

• Camera 
• Keyboard 
• The "touch" part of a touch screen 
• GPS 

 
Output includes:  

• Display screen 
• Speaker 
• Motors and lights 

 
 

Lightbot 
 
To understand input, output and states of a program you will be playing a game called Lightbot. 
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It will be important to understand the geometry of the Lightbot game. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

This Lightbot is standing at coordinate (7, 8) in the Cartesian plane and aiming at 270°. 
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A state diagram shows how instructions move the computer from one state to another and has: 
 

• States (in circles) 
• Actions (labeling arrows) 

 

 
A state is a snapshot of how a program is existing at a given time. A goal state for the Light-bot 
game is to have the tiles all lit up. The initial state is shown when the level starts. An AI 
(artificial intelligence) problem would be to identify the route from the initial state to the goal 
state, moving through a state diagram. 
 
Play Lightbot at http://lightbot.com/flash.html. Try to get through all 3 levels of the Lightbot 
game...Basics-Procedures-Loops.  When you are finished complete the Lightbot E-Lab on 
Scholar. 
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J-Hawk Honor Roll 
 
To use the online version of Scratch, go to https://scratch.mit.edu and set up your own account 
by clicking here: 

 
 

Scratch lets you create graphics sprites that move on the stage. Each sprite in Scratch has 
its own scripts, costumes, and sounds. The stage also has its own script, backgrounds, and 
sounds. 

In this activity, you will create a sprite costume by drawing on a photograph. Then you 
will write a script to make the sprite respond to the keyboard. You will learn how to use “if-else” 
blocks to make branches in an algorithm. You will also learn how to make a program iterate. To 
iterate means to do over and over again. 

 
Navigate to the Scratch project: https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/71703576/ and when 

fully loaded click the green flag.  Hold down the spacebar and observe. 

 
Scratch is a web-based Integrated Development Environment (IDE). You can create 

projects by remixing the work of others. Select See Inside. 
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Inside the project, the IDE starts you out in the Scripts view. Notice the five sections of 

the Scripts view. At this time, you can click the Remix button to save this project and rename as 
your own. 
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Inside the project you can create a picture of yourself as a new costume of this sprite or as 
the first costume of a new sprite. Select the Costumes tab as shown below to modify this sprite's 
costumes. 

 

 
 
If you have a camera attached to your computer, select the camera icon and Allow Flash Player 
to access your camera and microphone. When you see yourself, select Save. 
 

 
 
If you don't have a camera attached to your computer, you can skip the previous step and use the 
Import button to choose an image stored on your computer instead. 
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Edit the costume with the costume editor using any of the tools shown in the toolbar. 
Erase unwanted parts of the picture. Here we’ve picked the brush tool, changed the width of the 
brush, and chosen the “transparent” color. Once you have removed the background around your 
image, draw as you wish on the picture. 
 

 
 

The pixel at the center of this image will be used for the (x, y) coordinate of the entire 
sprite. It is also the location that the costume will use as the center of rotation if you rotate the 
costume. Make sure the image is centered by using the Select tool and dragging the visible 
portion of the image into the middle of the canvas. 
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Duplicate the costume by right clicking on the image and selecting duplicate. 
 

 
 

Reflect the costume across a vertical axis.  
 

 
 
Rename the costumes “facingLeft” and “facingRight” or something else descriptive.  
 

 
 

Delete the other costumes if you haven't already by right-clicking on them and selecting Delete. 
Rename your sprite. In these instructions, the sprite is named “face”. Right-click on that sprite 
and select info. Click in the text field and type in a new name. 
 

 
 

The help screens and the reference guide can be accessed through the help menu by clicking 
either of the question mark icons shown below. You can also Right-click any block to obtain 
help with that block. 
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We are going to start over and start from scratch...get it? ...from Scratch! Right click on the cap 
of the first block of code and delete. 
 

 
 

Every script belongs to one sprite or to the stage. Every script starts with a “cap” block 
and then proceeds one block at a time. Drag blocks from the palette to the scripts area to create 
the script below. Since each block is color coded, you can always determine the category of any 
block shown. To delete a block, drag it back to anywhere on the palette. Test a script by double 
clicking it or by creating the event described by the cap block (here, clicking the green flag.) 
Always program a little at a time, testing frequently. Even professional programmers make lots 
of mistakes, so they test frequently to catch errors before they pile up and become hard to find. 

 

 
 

The hexagon-shaped blocks are called Boolean expressions. They are either true or false. 
An if then block evaluates a Boolean expression once. If the expression is true, the script 
executes the blocks inside the “if-then” block. If the expression is false, the “if-then” block 
skips the blocks inside the “if-then” block. Either true or false, the “if-then” block only happens 
once. Then the script goes on to the next block. 
 
Try holding down the spacebar while double-clicking the cap block. What happens and why? 
 
Try double-clicking the green flag and then pressing the spacebar. What happens and why? 
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Create the script shown using a “forever” loop. You can pull blocks apart by dragging the lower 
block away. Try clicking the green flag and then repeatedly pressing or holding the spacebar. 
What happens and why? 

 
 
Create the script shown. Replace your “if then” block with the “if-else” block as shown. What 
happens and why? 

 
 

Note the coordinates of the mouse pointer on the stage. Explore to determine the x- and y-
coordinates of the left, right, bottom, and top of the stage. Record the coordinates of the corners 
of the stage below. 
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Add blocks to make the sprite “wrap around” when moving to the right, as shown. Below are 
two blocks of code that will work. Before you choose which one to build, answer these question:  

• Why do both of the scripts above perform a “wrap-around” motion to the right? 
• Would it work to put the new piece inside the “else” part of the if-else block?  
• One of the two scripts shown below makes the computer “think about” (evaluate) the 

Boolean expression x-position>240 on occasions when it really doesn’t need to. That 
version of the script is actually slower than the other one. Which script is slower and 
why? 

 
Once you know the best code to use build it and run it. 

 
 

Finally add a “wait for 3 seconds” block before the forever loop. Now look at the other 
block of code that we did not delete. Try to understand what that code does and record below. 
Feel free to play with the code for that block.  

Usually, it’s bad practice to have two of the same Cap blocks when you could do it with 
one. The reason we put in the “wait 3 secs” block was so that the script on the right could finish 
before we went on. It would be better to replace the “wait 3 secs” block with the script on the 
right so the entire program is under the same Cap. 
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Pair Programming 
Coders sometimes use a process called Pair Programming. Find a partner and decide who 

will be the first driver and who will be the first navigator. The navigator will look at the screen 
while their partner “drives.” The driver controls the mouse and keyboard. The navigator thinks 
about how the program will work, advising and coaching the driver. The navigator can point at 
their partner’s screen but should not touch the keyboard or mouse. The driver should stop and 
listen to the navigator. Modify both of your scripts so that the sprite wraps around when it 
reaches the left side of the screen also. You should be the driver of your own code. Once you’ve 
changed your code a little bit, test it. Usually, it won’t do what you think, and you have to figure 
out why it is doing what it is doing. That is a bug. Fixing the parts of a program that don’t work 
right is debugging. Even professional programmers write programs with a lot of bugs and spend 
a lot of their time debugging. If you have time see if you can make the sprite “jitter” up and 
down as it moves left and right. When you are each done with your code, share it, and then 
demonstrate it for your instructor to have it checked off. 
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How to Program 
 

 
 
Agile Design Process: Frequently revisit earlier steps. 
 
Define the Objective 

• The design process starts here! 
• Could be "Create for yourself" or "Meet client's needs."  

Things to Do 
• Refine any objectives if unclear. 
• Ask questions! 
• Time here saves time later. 

Break Down Complex Goals! 
• Some tasks are too large to think about at once. 
• Form simple tasks. 

 
Strategize 

• Write pseudocode. 
• Make a flow chart or sketch. 

 
Create a Skeleton 

• Outline with skeleton comments. 
• Meta-information (author, date, problem description) can be included here. 

 
Flesh Out Your Skeleton 

• Fill in code between or next to the skeleton comments.  
• A tracer is a temporary code designed to connect big pieces. 
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• Code small bits and test frequently. 
• Reconsider problem definition and strategy when road-blocked. 
• Add comments to explain tricky steps. 
• Add headers for larger chunks. 

 
Review Code 

• Make sure what you’ve written is actually accomplishing your design goals. 
• Frequently try to break code into shorter chunks that are more simple, clear, and/or more 

modular. Modular code can be reused later. 
 
Avoid Duplicating Code 

• If code appears twice, try to modify to appear once but function twice. 
 

 
Beg, Borrow . . . But Don’t Steal 

• Check online for similar code and incorporate it appropriately. 
  
Help Documentation 

• Right-click to get selection menu. 
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Debugging 

• Retain code with “copy-disable-modify”. 
  

 
 

• Save frequently. 
• Name with version number. 
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• Monitor values of variables during execution. 
 

 
Monitor values of variables during execution. Add as many on-stage monitors as you like. 
“Check” the variable to monitor and make them visible on stage. 
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Branching and Iteration 
 
  
Algorithms are step-by-step procedures 
 

 
 

If-Else Structure 
In an if-else structure the condition at the top is evaluated as a Boolean (True or False) 
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If-else always executes one chunk or the other: not zero or both 
 

 
 

Next, we can continue on with the next block: 
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Stacked If-Else statements: 
 

 
 

Nested If-Else statements: 
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Iteration 
An algorithm that repeats, one cycle after another. 
 

 
 
Don’t miss the “else” opportunity. The code on the left is the much better algorithm. 
 

 
 
Do you understand how the following if-else structure works? 
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Objects and Methods 
 

One part of a program often tells another part of the program what to do. Programmers 
describe the “what to do” as a method. One part of a program “calls a method on an object.” In 
Scratch, the objects are the sprites, and you will be “calling a method on the object,” or telling 
the sprite what to do. 

In Scratch, each sprite and the stage each have their own script area. Every script belongs 
to one sprite or to the stage. A script can use the Change costume or Move blocks to affect the 
sprite’s own costume or the sprite’s own (x, y) location, but a script of one sprite can’t change 
the location or costume of another sprite. 

If you as the programmer want one sprite to make another sprite move or change 
costumes, you use a message. Scratch messages are broadcast to all sprites. If several sprites all 
respond to a message, the program can be difficult to debug. 

When we broadcast a message, it helps if we name the message following this 
convention: 

• name the target sprite, and 
• use a verb with empty parentheses. 

 
These will be separated by the decimal point, “pointing” the verb at the sprite. For 

example, if you want a button sprite’s script to tell the face sprite to turnLeft, broadcast the 
message face.turnLeft( ). Even though all sprites will receive the broadcast (that’s why they call 
it broadcast), anyone looking at the code will know that the sprite named face is supposed to be 
the recipient. Naming your Scratch broadcasts as target.verb( ) will make it easier for other 
programmers to understand your program. It will also make it easier for you to figure out what to 
change when a program isn’t working. 

We are using the parentheses at the end of the message to make Scratch similar to other 
coding languages which often utilize the parentheses to send additional information. 

 
Login to your Scratch account and then navigate to the following Scratch project: 

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/71807360/ 
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• How many sprites does this program have? 
 

• Switch to the Stage View and click the green flag. 
 

• Click on each of the sprites and record what happens. 
 

• Which sprites make themselves move or change appearance when clicked? 
 

• Which sprites make another sprite move or change appearance when clicked? 
 

• Make a list of all the sprites and indicate how many scripts belong to each sprite. 
 

Sprites can make another sprite do something by broadcasting a message. The message name 
follows the target.method( ) naming convention. For example, when the sprite saxC is clicked 
(that’s one event), it creates another event by broadcasting the message sax.playC( ), as shown 
below on the left. This message event is handled by the sax sprite, and it has a script that receives 
the sax.playC( ) message, as shown below on the right. That handler script makes colored lines 
appear on the sax, plays note 60 (that’s the musical note C) of instrument 11 (that’s a synthesized 
saxophone) for 0.25 beats, and then returns to the costume without the colored lines. 

 

 
 
With your partner discuss all the scripts where one script creates a message event and another 

script handles the message event. When you have a good grasp of how the program was created, 
create a new sprite that looks like a button. Do this by right-clicking one of the existing button 
sprites and selecting duplicate. 
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In Pair Programming brainstorm ideas for what you want the button to do. Right-click the 
new sprite in the sprite list and under info, change the name of the sprite to describe what it does. 

 

 
 

When you duplicate an existing sprite to make your new sprite, the new sprite inherits a copy 
of the existing sprite’s scripts. You can see the script(s) in the script area. That script includes a 
broadcast block. Select the dropdown arrow for the broadcast message, and select new. Name the 
new broadcast message following the target.action() convention. Create a new script in the 
target sprite’s script area. Begin the script with the when I receive block. 

 

 
 

Remember to switch driver/navigator roles frequently. When done coding, share your project 
with each other and then demonstrate to your instructor. 
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Roles of Variables 
 
What are variable roles? A variable role is the reason we are using the variable. Variables 

always remember data for later use. But why are we trying to remember something? Certain 
reasons for using a variable come up over and over. The following eight roles cover 90% of the 
variable use by first-year programmers. 

 
Fixed Assigned once 
Most Recent Assigned unpredictably 
Stepper Predetermined sequence of values 
Walker Elements of iterator 
Accumulator Running total 
Aggregator Running list 
Best-so-far Record holder 
One-way flag Won’t reset flag until after iteration 
Roles say why we are using the variable. Roles are not syntax. Examples of syntax include 
whether the variable is used in a conditional, in an expression, or in an assignment block. Let’s 
look at the eight ways that we might use a variable. 
 
Fixed Variable 
 

• Create a single place to tweak a number used throughout a program – low maintenance 
• Make code easier to read – no wondering “why subtract 20 here?”  
• Make it easy to add features: user decides on the constant 
• Assigned at the head of a program or at the head of a code block  
• Used in any way later but never assigned again 
• Convention suggests all caps as seen below with MOVE_INCREMENT 

 

 
 
Most-Recent Variable 
 

• Retrieve or calculate once, use multiple times 
• Remember state of a process 
• Remember user input until needed 
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• Embed explanation 
• Debug by printing 
• Appears on left of assignment and then in a variety of syntax 

 
 
Accumulator Variable 
 
To keep a running total or cumulative value – could be multiplication, addition, net, . . . 
 
Common use:   

• Assigned to initial value before loop,  
• Assigned with “change accumulator by” inside of loop 
• Result used after loop 

 

 
 

Aggregator Variable 
 
To collect items and remember them all separately 
 
Common use:   

• Initialize to empty collection before a loop,  
• Append element to aggregate during iteration 
• The aggregate is used during or after the loop 
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Stepper Variable 
 

• Iterate a specific number of times 
• Know that 5th or 7th or nth iteration is being executed 
• Represent integers– e.g., for factorials 
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Walker Variable 
 

• Refer to members of a collection during iteration. 
• Scratch requires “indexing” with a stepper like C++. Python and Java are easier! 

 

 
 
Best-So-Far Variable 
 
To remember the record holder while iterating across many opportunities to set the record 
 
Common use:   

• Initialize to worst-possible value before loop,  
• During iteration, compare something to best-so-far and maybe assign a new record 
• After loop, best-so-far used as the true record-best from all iterations 
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One-Way Flag 
 
To remember whether any of several opportunities meet a single condition 
 
Common use:   

• “Clear” the flag (initialize) to say the opportunity has not yet been met 
• Check for condition with each iteration and “raise” flag if true 
• Flag is not cleared during iteration 
• After loop, check if flag was raised during the iterations 

 
EVENT DRIVEN EXAMPLE 

 
PROCEDURAL  EXAMPLE 
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Learning Variables 
 

Computers often store information while running a 
program. Some of this information is stored on disk to be 
used after the program is finished, like data files or a 
Microsoft Word® document. Some information is not stored 
on disk and probably never will be – such information is to 
be used while the program is still running. These are 
variables. The information in a variable can be simple, like a 
single number. The information in a variable can also be complicated, like a multidimensional 
grid of values. The reasons for using variables can also be simple or complicated. A handful of 
simple reasons, however, address most of the reasons we use variables. Pair-Program all of the 
following types of variables. 

 
All variable examples you will be looking at and tweaking can be found in the “Learning 

Variables Studio” at: 
 
 

https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/1422770/ 
 

“Fixed” and “Most Recent” 
Open Learning Variables 1 in the Learning Variables Studio. 
 

 
What are the names of the two sprites?  
 
How many scripts do the stage and each sprite have?  
 
Run the program by clicking the green flag. Discuss with your partner why the script 

causes the behavior you observe. Explain why a programmer would want to use a variable like 
MOVE_INCREMENT instead of just putting 5 in the relevant code. 

 

 
 

Explain what the variable direction does. What does the value of 1 mean? What does the 
value of -1 mean?  

 
When "seeing inside" a project, clicking on sprites while moving the mouse will be 

interpreted as a drag, which will move the sprite instead. Sprites will move when the mouse is 
dragged on the small stage but not when the mouse is dragged on the full screen stage. Double 
clicking on a monitor changes its appearance. When a monitor appears as a slide, you can change 
the value of the variable even while the program is running. On the stage click the direction 
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slider. What happens if the direction is 0? The variable direction is playing the role of “most 
recent”. This means that the most recent value is somewhat unpredictable, especially if it is 
affected by user input. All variables store the value most recently assigned to them, but 
sometimes the phrase “most recent” is the best explanation for why we are using a variable. 

 
Pair-Program:   
 

Change the program so that the purple ball moves faster. Now flip and move the U-man 
sprite closer to the left side of the screen. Change the program so that the purple ball moves back 
and forth between the U-man and the right side of the screen. 

 

 
 

“Accumulator” Role 
Open Learning Variables 2a in the Learning Variables Studio. 
 

This program should look similar to the last one that you worked with. Take a moment to 
look for any differences. What are the new variables in this program? Run the program by 
clicking the green flag. Try clicking the purple ball a few times. Discuss with your partner what 
you think any new variables introduced in this version of the code might be doing. What is the 
purpose of the variable accumulator in this code? 
 

“Aggregator” Role 
Open Learning Variables 2b in the Learning Variables Studio. 
 

There is a list called aggregator which also shows up in an on-stage monitor. As you 
click on the purple ball, what does its purpose appear to be? 
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“Accumulator” and “Aggregator” Practice 
Open Learning Variables 3 in the Learning Variables Studio. 
 
 You will create a practice program that asks the user how much money they want. You 
will be given a program that asks the question five times. You will modify the program to 
accumulate a running total and to keep a list aggregating all values. Complete the program by 
adding appropriate code into the repeat loop to store the user-entered values in both total and 
inPocket. This will require the use of the answer. 
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Soccer Ball Challenge 
Open Learning Variables 4 in the Learning Variables Studio. 
 
 For additional practice, you will create a program that scores the user’s mouse clicks on a 
soccer ball sprite. You will modify the program to accumulate the number of clicks on target and 
to keep a list aggregating the times at which the clicks (goals) were made. Create a new 
accumulator variable called “totalGoals” by clicking the Make a Variable button shown below. 
Once you have done this, you will see several new blocks to use for that variable. 
 

                                                    
 

Modify the program so that when the sprite is clicked, the totalGoals changes by 1. Now 
create a list using the Make a list button. Call it timesOfGoals. 

 

 
 

You will see several new blocks that you can use to modify the contents of the list. 
Modify your program using one of the blocks so that when the ball is clicked, the time at which 
the click occurred will be added to the list (Hint: the “thing” to add to the list is the timer in the 
sensing palette). When you use variables, it is important to make sure that they initialize at the 
beginning of your code. To initialize a variable, set it to a value at the beginning of your 
program. The stack of blocks below shows how the timer is initialized. 

 

 
 

Add the code to initialize totalGoals and timesOfGoals. The variable totalGoals should 
start as 0, and timeOfGoals should start out being empty. The blocks that perform these 
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functions are shown below. To empty the list, you’ll need to change the number of items that you 
are deleting from timesOfGoals to All. 

 

 

 
 

Stepper and Walker Roles 
Open Learning Variables 5 in the Learning Variables Studio. 
 
To explore the function of the button labeled Get Elements, follow these steps and take notes: 

• Run the project by clicking the green flag. Click on the J-Hawk Scholar several times 
until five items are aggregated in the list. 

• Click the button labeled Get Elements. 
• Notice the numbers that flash in the list. Do they flash in a particular order? Describe the 

simple pattern you observe. 
• Notice the numbers that the button “says” after it is pushed. Compare these numbers to 

the items stored in the list. Describe the simple order in which the button is saying the 
numbers. 

• The script for the button is shown below. What values, one at a time, does stepper 
contain? 

• What values, one at a time, does walker contain? 
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Best-So-Far Role 
Open Learning Variables 6 in the Learning Variables Studio. 
 
To explore the function of the button labeled Best, follow these steps: 

• Run the project by clicking the green flag. Click on the J-Hawk Scholar several times 
until five items are aggregated in the list and then click the button labeled Best. 

• Notice the numbers that flash in the list. Do they flash in a particular order? Describe the 
simple pattern you observe. 

• Notice the numbers that the Best button “thinks” after it is pushed. Compare these 
numbers to the items stored in the list, and describe the order in which the button is 
saying the numbers. The script for the button is shown below. What values, one at a time, 
does record contain? 

• Under what circumstance does record change its value during the loop?  
• Describe what you would have to do to make the “Best” button show every value from 

the list in its think bubble. 
 

 
 

One-Way-Flag Role 
Open Learning Variables 7a and then 7b in the Learning Variables Studio. 
 

A program using a variable for a one-way flag starts with the flag "down" or "0" or 
"false" and then allows multiple opportunities to "raise" the flag. You will examine two 
programs that use a one-way flag. In the first program, the program has multiple opportunities to 
raise the flag because the user provides multiple events with mouse clicks. In the second 
program, the multiple opportunities are iterations of a for loop. 
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For both programs answer the following: 
 
a. What makes flag become True? 
 
b. How can the user make it False again? 
 
With your partner, you will create a small simple program that demonstrates a variable fulfilling 
the role of a one-way flag. 
 

• Brainstorm with your partner and write down a tag line for each idea. 
• Agree on one idea to develop together and record your plan in pseudocode. 
• Create the program with Pair-Programming 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Scrum 
 

If you want to be taken seriously in the computer science world you must understand the 
Software Design Process called Scrum. Throughout the year we will be using the Scrum process 
during development of projects albeit on a much smaller scale. Try going to the employment site 
of Monster.com and do a search for Scrum Master and read a few of the job descriptions. 

 
On the next few pages you will be reading the Scrum Reference Card. The SRC is a 

quick glimpse of the Scrum process. 
 
There are many good online Scrum Project Management tools. In this class for our 

projects we will use SeeNowDo.com. You will have to set up a free account with 
SeeNowDo.com to be able to store your Project Backlog and Tasks. You will be using this for 
your first major project in Scratch. Follow along with the YouTube video on 
CS.EngineeringU.com to setup your account and get some basic understanding of SeeNowDo. 
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2 MIT App Inventor 
 

Numbering Systems 
 
 Before we begin with MITAI we need to learn about numbering systems and how to 
convert between them. All of these lectures will be given in class but you can also watch a series 
of YouTube videos on CS.EngineeringU.com to gain further understanding. You will take notes 
on the following systems. 
 

• Decimal 
• Binary (You must score 2000 points on the Binary Game) 
• Octal 
• Hexadecimal 
• System Conversions 
• ASCII Codes 
• RGB & Hexadecimal Colors 

 

Intro to MIT App Inventor 
 
Navigate to http://ai2.appinventor.mit.edu and set up your account using your g-mail address. 
 

There may appear a splash screen that will suggest that you use the AI2 Companion on 
your Android device in order to use a wireless connection for transferring Android programs. If 
it appears just click Continue. 
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Download the starter code “color_chooser_stage1.aia” file from CS.EngineeringU.com. 
Save the file and note where you save it. The starting screen for App Inventor is called “My 
Projects,” shown below at left. Choose Project > Import project (.aia) from my computer … 
as shown at right. 

 

 
 
 
.aia files - Source code files that can be shared and re-mixed. 
.apk files - Packaged files to submit to the Google Play Store or use on your Android Device. 
 

Once the file has uploaded, App Inventor should take you directly to the 
color_chooser_stage1 project, and you will be looking at App Inventor’s GUI Designer screen. 
This screen shows the components you can add to your GUI. There are already four components 
that have been added to this app’s GUI. Three of them (a label, a slider, and a canvas 
component) are placed within the fourth component (a vertical arrangement component). 
 

 
 

 
In the components panel, click on the Label1 component as shown below on the left. The 

properties panel will show all the properties of that Label1 component. The BackgroundColor 
property, for example, has a value of None, as shown below on the right. 
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a. What is the value of the Text property of the Label component? 
 
b. What is the value for each property of the red_Slider1 component? 
 

Click on Blocks to move to the Blocks editor. The Blocks editor is the third screen of 
App Inventor’s three views. This is where you program the components. Note that you can 
navigate among the three screens by clicking on either the Designer or Blocks button at right or 
by selecting Project > My Projects. 
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The purpose of the three screens is as follows: 
 

 

 
The My Projects screen 
shows all of the apps that 
you’ve worked on. 
 

 

 
The GUI Designer 
screen allows you to 
place components into 
your GUI and manipulate 
their starting properties. 
 

 

 
The Blocks editor is 
where you program 
components to respond to 
events. 
 

 
In App Inventor, a program is described partly in the GUI Designer and partly in the 

Blocks editor.  
 
c. The Blocks panel shows many categories for the blocks. There are eight built-in categories and 
one category for each component that you have placed in your app in the GUI Designer. Name 
two of the categories. 
 
d. To see the palette of blocks in a category, click the category. Name a block in the Variables 
category. 
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e. Click each category and scroll through the blocks available in each category. Some 
documentation may be made available by holding the mouse over a block. If you click the block, 
it will place the block in the scripts Viewer. You can use the delete key on your keyboard to 
delete a block from the scripts Viewer. Hover over a block that looks unfamiliar and read its 
documentation. Describe what the block does. 
 
f. Some blocks have drop-down menus, as shown here. Name a block with a drop-down menu. 

 
 
g. Some blocks have mutators, as shown here. You will use block mutators in the next activity. 
For now, just find a block with a mutator. What block did you find? 
 

 
 

At this time connect to the AI Companion and scan the QR code with your Android 
Device to see this app in action. If you are using your own Android device you will have to go to 
the Google Play Store and download the app. 

 
To modify the code for the app so that the user can control the green content of the circles 

with a second slider as demonstrated in the final stage, add a slider component and program it as 
follows. 

 
a. Click on Designer to return to the GUI Designer view. 
 
b. Drag a slider from the Palette to the Viewer. Place it just below the red_Slider1. 
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Click Rename in the Components panel. Change the slider’s name to green_Slider1. 
We will always insert a descriptive name for a component, but keep the old part of the name as 
well. We do this because it makes it easy to see what types of components are in the component 
list. 
 

 
 
In the Properties panel, set the properties of the green-Slider1 component: 
 
ColorLeft = Green 
ColorRight = Black 
MaxValue = 255 
MinValue = 0 
ThumbPosition = 127 
Visible = Showing 
Width = Fill parent… 
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In the Blocks editor, choose the Variables category and select the “initialize global” 
block shown below on the left. Rename the variable to green as shown below on the right. When 
the app is launched, this pair of blocks will create a global variable named “green”. A global 
variable is one that can be used in any part of the program. 

 

 
 

From the Math category, select the “0” block. Change its value to 127 and attach it to the 
block from step e. The result is pictured below. 

 

 
 

From the variables category, select the “get” block. Change the variable to “global 
green”. You will use this value as the second item in the list pictured below. Delete the “127” 
block that comes loose by selecting it and pressing delete. The result is pictured below. 
 

 
 
Create an event handler for the green Slider. 
 
i. Use Ctrl-C to copy it and Ctrl-V to paste a duplicate copy of the red Slider event handler 
pictured below. 
 

 
 

ii. Use one of the drop-down menus on the copy of the event handler to change the component 
from red_Slider1 to green_Slider1. 
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iii. Use the drop-down menu of the “set” block to change the variable being set to “global 
green”. The result is shown below. 
 

 
 

You now need to work with your partner and add the following four functionalities: 
 
1.) Add a slider for blue coloring. 
 
2.) Add a Button component to clear the canvas. To do so will require you to add a new 
component and set its initial properties in the GUI Designer, and then create an event handler for 
when the button is pressed in the Blocks editor. Call Canvas.Clear. 
 
3.) When the user tilts the tablet, we want the data from the accelerometer to change the screen’s 
background color in real time. Drag an accelerometer component from the Sensors Drawer. 
When you drop it onto the GUI Designer, it will drop to the bottom because it is a non-visible 
component. Now go to the Blocks Editor by clicking the Blocks button in the upper right corner. 
Open the blocks drawer for the Accelerometer component by clicking on Accelerometer on the 
left. Program the new functionality using the following hints: 
 

• Set the Screen.Background color to a color list. (SCREEN not CANVAS) 
• The accelerometer returns a decimal value from -9.8 to 9.8. Colors have to be an integer. 

Convert the xAccel, yAccel and zAccel values to integers using the floor function in the 
math drawer. (“floor” chops off digits after the decimal) 

• Add 10, since colors have to be positive. The result will be between 0 and 20, depending 
on the position of the device. 

• Multiply by 10 to get a value between 0 and 200, since colors can be between 0 and 255. 
 
4.)  Now let’s vibrate the tablet when a new dot is added to the canvas. This won’t work on our 
classroom tablets so you will have to borrow someone’s phone to try it out. Go back to the 
Designer view using the Designer button in the upper right of the browser. Open the Media 
drawer and drag a Player component onto the GUI Designer. The component will appear at the 
bottom, since it is a non-visible component. 
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Now go to the Blocks view by selecting the Blocks button in the upper right corner of the 
browser. Look at the player blocks by selecting the player component in the blocks palette on the 
left side of the browser. Which block do you think will make the tablet vibrate in the user’s 
hand? In order to make the tablet vibrate each time a new dot is drawn, in what part of your 
blocks code would you use this block? 
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Ball Bounce Analysis 
 

Now that you have a basic feel for App inventor, it’s time to explore it more deeply 
through the lens of our eight roles of variables. Remember that these roles are:  
 

• fixed value 
• most recent 
• accumulator 
• aggregator 
• stepper 
• walker 
• best so far 
• one way flag 

 
Download the BouncingBallApp.aia file from CS.EngineeringU.com and upload into your 

Projects folder in MITAI. You and your partner will answer all of the following 18 questions and 
then enter your answers into Scholar. You need to get them all correct. 
 
There are many global variables in this program. Each one is created by a single block as shown 
below. A global variable can be used in any part of the program.  
 

 
 
1.) How many global variables are there? 
 

The larger purple chunks of blocks are called procedure definitions or functions which 
breaks up code into more manageable and logically arranged chunks. A procedure is a separate 
piece of code that can be called upon from multiple locations in your code. Procedure definition 
blocks in MITAI begin with “to” and have the procedure name which has been removed in the 
figure below. Find it in the code. This procedure handles the displaying of scores once the game 
is finished. 

 
  
2.) What is the exact name of this procedure? 
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The other large chunks are event handlers. These tell the program what to do when the 
user or program causes an event, like a mouse click, to occur. The event is described after the “.” 
in the name of the block. Look through the code and fill in the names of the events that are being 
handled by the chunks of code shown below. (Include the “.” and what follows) 
 

 
 
Identify the roles of these variables using the list of roles on the previous page. 
 
7.) Direction 
8.) TO_FLIP 
 
Try to find a concatenation block. Concatenation is the word we use to describe attaching two 
things side-by-side. Concatenation is used commonly to put two strings of text side-by-side, 
converting them into one string of text. Analyze the code and identify the roles of these 
variables. 
 
9.) score 
10.) MAX_BALLS 
11.) currentColor 
12.) colorsClicked 
13.) TITLE_PAD_X 
14.) TITLE_PAD_Y 
15.) BLUE_CHANNEL 
16.) blueValue 
17.) mostRedYet 
18.) sufficientRedSeen 
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Program Modification 
 
We will continue using the BouncingBallApp.aia file for these modifications.  
 

Modifying other people’s code accounts for a significant part of a software developer’s 
work.  The ability to understand code that has been written by someone else and readily modify 
it to suit your needs will allow you to accomplish tasks much faster than if you had to create an 
entire program from the ground up. Before you get started on the program modifications, you 
and your partner must determine what EVERY block of code is doing by examining the blocks 
and playing with the app on your companion device. You then must fully comment the code. 
Right-click on a block of code to comment and select Add Comment. Click on the blue circle 
with the question mark to show the comment text block where you can type. 
 

 

Easy Modifications 
(Hints: a-c can be completed in the Designer mode instead of the programming blocks. Also, the 
area of a ball is πr2, so to quadruple the ball size you only need to double the radius.) 
 
a. Cut the ball speed in half to make it easier to click 
 
b. Modify the program so that the ball starts out moving to the left. 
 
c. Modify the program so the ball’s area is 4X larger, making it easier to click. 
 
d. Modify the program so that it allows 10 user clicks instead of only 5. 
 
e. Modify the program so that the color of the ball never includes any green. 
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Moderate Modifications 
 
a. Post the 10 “scores” vertically instead of horizontally that fits on the canvas. 
 
b. Change the code so that, in addition to displaying the clicks left, the program also 
displays the number of times that the ball has changed colors. 
 
c. Currently the ball changes color every two seconds. Do you see why? Change the 
program so that it only changes color when it hits an edge of the screen. (include green 
back in) 
 
Hint: The variable “currentColor” is a local variable. A local variable can only be used in a 
specific set of blocks, known as the scope of the variable. Global variables have a scope that 
includes the entire program. Using a local scope helps prevent many problems associated with 
large complicated programs, but to complete this task you will need to create a global variable to 
replace “currentColor” and make some other small additions to the code. Call your global 
variable, “edgeColor”. 
 

 
 
 

Difficult Modifications 
 
a. Add a piece of text directly below the ball that counts seconds to the tenths place. This 
piece of text should stay in the same position relative to the ball regardless of where the ball 
moves. 
 
How to use the Clock:  https://youtu.be/EzavOUMpdPM 
 
b. Finally let’s do what you have been wanting to do the whole time. Let’s add a reset 
button that lets you replay the game. 
 

 


